Compensation Plan

7 Ways To Earn With One80
1

Retail Customer Bonus

2

Fast Start Bonus

3

Guaranteed Minimum Check

4

Binary Pay

5

Generation Matching Bonus

6

Global Bonus Pool

7

4 Who Get 4 Bonus

Earn a 30% cash bonus, plus 50% of the CV will go into the Binary Pay Plan,
every time a customer you signed up makes a product purchase.

Earn a 30% cash bonus, plus 50% of the CV will go into the Binary Pay Plan, on
the first order of every new distributor you enroll with a product purchase.

Get your product for free by enrolling as few as four people.

Earn up to 20% on the CV of your lesser volume team every week. No cycles.

Earn a 10% check match paid on up to four generations of Executives. (Match is
based on the Binary Pay only.)

As a Global Vice President, earn a share in a 2% Global Bonus Pool of the total
company CV every month.

Sponsor 4 who then sponsor 4 (total of 20) distributors who purchase a package
and earn a $125-$500 bonus.

60% Rule for Total Payout
The Binary Pay Plan pays up to 20% on the
CV of your lesser volume team until the
total payout across the company reaches
60% of the collective company-wide CV. If
the total company-wide payout is calculated
to be over 60%, actual individual payouts
will be adjusted down to make the total
company-wide payout be 60%. If the total
payout is under 60%, the difference will go
into a company reserve to cover any weeks
that the payout is higher. This is designed
to ensure that One80 can always pay out
the maximum amount possible to our
Members without paying out too much, so
that we can insure the stability of the pay
plan long term.

Commission Schedule
The Retail Customer Bonus and Fast Start
Bonus will be placed into your e-wallet
instantly; and the Two Team Pay and the
Generation Matching Bonus are entered
every Wednesday with a one-week delay.

Visit www.EPX180.com for more information.
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The Simple Power of Teams
Making money with your own One80 business is simple due to the
power of our binary team plan. The key to success is simply
introducing others to the One80 products and opportunity.
As you acquire a retail customer base and build a team
of other dedicated Members, your earning potential
skyrockets!
The One80 Binary Pay Plan pays up to 20% of the
commissionable volume (CV) generated by all the
Members in the Members in the lesser volume team
of your two teams, with volume calculated to infinity
and with no cycles.

Earn up
to 20%
weekly!

In this simple but powerful plan, you have a team on your left side
and a team on your right side. As you personally help others join
One80, you can place them in either of your teams.

Personally
Sponsored

Downline
Sponsored

New Members can also be placed on your teams for you by your
Sponsor (or other Members above you) in addition to the efforts of
those Members below you in your organization.
Once you reach the rank of Trainer or higher, you’ll earn up
to 20% of the CV in your lesser volume team EVERY week.
This pay is calculated and paid to you each week. And the
extra volume that you are not paid on from your larger
volume team carries over to the next week as long as you
maintain the rank of Promoter or higher.

The following example is based on a 40CV ($49.95) monthly
purchase. It shows just how powerful – and profitable – the One80
Binary Pay Plan can be! Start building your business today! …and
experience for yourself the power of this simple pay plan! Start
today! We’ll show you how!

Spillover

You

40CV

40CV

40CV

40CV

40CV

40CV

40CV

Lesser Volume = 160CV x 20% = $32 Earnings
40CV Carryover on your Left Team

Visit www.EPX180.com for more information.

40CV

40CV
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Rewarding Matching Bonus Program
LEVEL

1
2

Represents an Executive Member

1st
Generation

3
4
5
6
7

2nd
Generation

8
9
10
11

3rd
Generation

12
13
14
15
16

4th
Generation

In addition to the binary team structure, all your personally
sponsored Members are also part of your “Sponsorship
Organization” (aka sponsor tree) In your Sponsorship
Organization, the Members you personally sponsor are placed
on your first level (with unlimited horizontal expansion potential).
And all the Members they personally sponsor are placed on your
second level…and so on.
The One80 Matching Bonus Program allows you to earn a
powerful matching bonus on the Binary Pay earned by Members
in your Sponsorship Organization. Once you reach the rank of
Executive or higher, you get a 10% weekly check match paid on
up to four generations of Executive members or higher rank in
your Sponsorship Organization. Note: Match is based on the
Binary Pay only.
The start of a “generation” is recognized when a Member in your
Sponsorship Organization has reached the rank of Executive or
higher during a weekly pay period. The Generation Matching
Bonus includes all Members below them in that team leg of your
Sponsorship Organization until the tracking system encounters
another Member in the same team leg who is also at the
Executive rank or higher. That Member would then start your
next generation.
Your Generation Matching Bonus can create a significant
amount of additional income each week in your One80 business
since a generation can represent large groups of Members as
shown in the example.

Join One80 and
start your own rewarding
cloud-based business.
Visit www.EPX180.com for more information.
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One80 Rank Advancement Chart
Rank Title

Minimum Purchase

Active Personals

Binary Pay

Match on 4
Generations of
Executives

Sponsor Tree Group
Volume*

Promoter

$14.95

0

N/A

N/A

N/A

$14.95

1

Up to 20%

N/A

N/A

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

10%

$1,000

Regional
Executive

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

10%

$5,000

National
Executive

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

10%

$25,000

International
Executive

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

10%

$50,000

Vice President

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

10%

$100,000

National Vice
President

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

10%

$250,000

Global Vice
President

$29.95

4

Up to 20%

Trainer
Executive

10%
PLUS, share in a 2%
Global Bonus Pool** with
all Global VPs!

$500,000

* No more than 60% of your Sponsor Tree Group Volume can come from any single sponsor tree leg.
** Global Bonus Pool: You will only be paid on the highest qualified bonus pool.

Unlimited Income Potential!
Make a true change in the financial position of you and your family.
One80 is on a mission to help people turn their life around and conquer their financial
struggles by providing tools, benefits, and education to help start and build a
successful, leveraged home-based business. We will show you the exact steps you
need to take in order to be successful and provide the tools you need to succeed in
your own online business.

Visit www.EPX180.com for more information.

